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1. Introduction

This document proposes CANDIDATE scenarios and requirements for session management and logout in SAML 2.0. Subsequent versions will be augmented with use case and mechanism proposals.

1.1. Terminology

The key words MUST, MUST NOT, REQUIRED, SHALL, SHALL NOT, SHOULD, SHOULD NOT, RECOMMENDED, MAY, and OPTIONAL in this document are to be interpreted as described in [RFC 2119].

1.2. Definitions

It should be noted that the following definitions ONLY apply to the use-cases, requirements and other statements made in this document. They CANNOT be assumed to have any particular meaning in any other context.

Session
A period of time, during which a single user’s actions are considered to be linked together for the purpose of session state management.

Some artifact that when presented by a user may be used to gain access to a service or services under conditions specified by a session authority.

Such an artifact may be valid only for a local service, or it may be valid for a set of services (see Shared session).

Service
Some system resource that requires an active session from a user. An example might be a website, or an enterprise software application.

Shared session
A session that is used to gain access to a set of services, not necessarily co-located.

Shared-session ecosystem
Some set of system resources that requires an active session from a user, where each resource may share a session with the other resources in the ecosystem. An example might be a set of enterprise software applications that are used as part of a corporate intranet.

AKA simply Ecosystem.

Login
The act of requesting a session. A user who requests a session, and is granted one is said to be logged-in.

Logout
The act of explicitly invalidating or destroying a session. Any attempted access by a user possessing some artifact identifying a session that the user has logged-out of, should be considered as if the user did not possess a session artifact.

Time-out
A period of time, after which, a given session may be considered invalid.

Idle Time-out
A period of time, after which, if there is no activity by the user associated with a session, the session may be considered invalid.

Session Authority
The system entity responsible for creating and managing the session.
2. Scenarios

The following scenarios represent use-cases involving session management:

**Note**

Liberty scenarios are marked with 

[Liberty]

1. User login to a local service [Liberty]

• *Pre:* User accesses a service, has no current session

• *Post:* User receives a local session only

2. User login to an entire ecosystem of services, including the local service [Liberty]

• *Pre:* User access a service, has no current session

• *Post:* User receives a global session, which allows them access (subject potentially to non-session-based policy) to both the service to which they originally requested access, and to other services in the eco-system.

3. User access the same service to which they were originally logged-in, and is granted access, based on their session [Liberty]

• *Pre:* (1) or (2)

• *Post:* User is granted access

4. User accesses a service that is part of a shared-session ecosystem, and is granted access based on their session. [Liberty]

• *Pre:* (2)

• *Post:* User is considered to have an active global session, so they are granted access

5. User explicitly logs out of a single service - not the entire shared-session ecosystem.

• *Pre:* (1) and/or (2)

• *Post:* User must request a new session for this service in order to gain access to it. The user may still have access without acquiring a new local session to other services if they still have a global session with those other services.
6. User explicitly logs out of the entire shared-session eco-system [Liberty]

- **Pre:** (2)
- **Post:** User must acquire a new session in order to use ANY of the services in the eco-system.

7. User is inactive at a particular service using a specific session for some time period specified by that service for the session, and then requests further service, under that session. (IDLE TIMEOUT)

- **Pre:** (1) or (2)
- **Post:** User is required to acquire a new session to use that service. The user may still have access to other services if (2) and any timeout period specified globally has not been reached

8. User is inactive at all services within an eco-system for some time period specified for that specific session, and requests further access to a service in the eco-system, under that specific session. (IDLE TIMEOUT)

- **Pre:** (2)
- **Post:** User is required to acquire a new session to use both the service for which they request access or any other service in that eco-system.

9. User is required to acquire a new session for access to some service after some locally-specified period of time, based on a particular session, and regardless of their level of activity. (NON-IDLE TIMEOUT)

- **Pre:** (1) or (2)
- **Post:** User is required to acquire a new session to use that service. The user may still have access to other services if (2) and any timeout or idle period specified globally has not been reached

10. User is required to acquire a new session to use any service in the eco-system, based on a specifically identified session, and regardless of their level of activity within the eco-system. (NON-IDLE TIMEOUT)

- **Pre:** (2) and global timeout expired
- **Post:** User is required to acquire a new session to use all services in the eco-system.

11. Session Authority invalidates a user’s active single service session(s) (for example, the administrator logs all users out of a service within the system).

- **Pre:** (1) and/or (2)
• Post: User is required to get a new session to use that service. The user may still have access to other services if (2) and any timeout or idle period specified globally has not been reached, and the Session Authority has not also terminated any shared session required for access.

12. Session Authority invalidates a user’s active shared session(s) (for example, the administrator logs all users out of the system).

• Pre: (2)
• Post: User is required to get a new session to use either a single service, or all services in the eco-system.

3. Requirements

Note
Requirements satisfied with the Liberty ID-FF Single Logout protocol and related work are marked with [Liberty].

1. SAML 2.0 shall provide the ability for a service provider to obtain a session from a session authority for a specific user, that allows that user access to the service. The session must be uniquely identified across the realm of all sessions provided by that session authority. [Liberty]

2. SAML 2.0 shall provide the ability for a service provider to obtain a shared session from a session authority for a specific user, that allows that user access to a group of services who act as relying parties for sessions created by that session authority. [Liberty]

3. SAML 2.0 shall provide the ability for a service provider to offer the user access to a local service either using a session targetted at that local service, or one which is provided for use across a shared-session ecosystem. (Note: this might imply that a user could log out of their local or shared session, and still have access to the local service, based on the terms of the other session they might hold. [Not precluded by Liberty]

4. SAML 2.0 shall provide a solution that allows the user to indicate a preferred idle timeout period for a session to the service provider.

5. SAML 2.0 shall provide a solution that allows a service provider to indicated both their own preferred timeout period, and possibly also that of a user to a session authority.

6. SAML 2.0 shall provide the ability for a service provider to notify a session authority of a user logout for a shared session. (Note: They could also notify of logout from a local session, but I’m not sure that this is required?) [Liberty]

7. SAML 2.0 shall enable the session authority to create a shared session for use by relying parties. Sessions should be identified in such a way that they can be uniquely identified within the realm of all sessions issued by that authority. [Liberty]

8. SAML 2.0 shall enable the session authority to indicate idle, or non-idle timeout periods on a specific session. In some environments it may be possible for the user or service provider to indicate the timeout period(s) they’d like to use, but as a matter of policy, the session authority should probably have control over this.
9. SAML 2.0 shall enable the session authority to notify shared-session recipients of session timeouts either due to user idleness, or some set timeout period being exceeded. [Liberty]

10. SAML 2.0 shall provide the ability for the authority to notify shared-session recipients of user logout (when user logs out at session authority) [Liberty]

11. SAML 2.0 shall provide the ability for the authority to notify shared-session recipients of session invalidation by Session Authority (eg. if an administrator were to log the user out). [Liberty]

4. Notes

- Authentication is not assumed. A Session Authority may be co-located with or be an Authentication Authority, but it is not required. It is assumed that if authentication is required that the Session Authority and Authentication Authority have some basis for mutual trust, and can transact securely.

- Service providers receiving sessions from a Session Authority are assumed to have some basis for trusting the Session Authority.

- It is possible for a user to have multiple valid sessions for either a single service, or an entire shared-session ecosystem. This might occur due to a user logging in from multiple locations while previous sessions existed (ie. from a mobile phone while travelling to work, and their personal computer when arriving, without first logging/timing out from the mobile phone).
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